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A Warm Welcome to all Participants!
Dr. Malinda S. Smith
Conference Convenor
State and Legal Studies, Athabasca University

A s the Convenor for this year’s Conference, it is my pleasure to welcome all
the delegates, as well as all those who attended the Africa Society Youth Seminar
and Film Festival.

We hope this year’s conference, “Options for Africa: Education, Development,
Governance”, enriches our understanding of issues of education, development
and governance as they pertain to the African continent and the transatlantic
influences of diasporic communities.  We especially hope that the conference
session enables participants to critically engage issues beyond the everyday
construction of Africa as a ‘theatre of horror’. In deed, persistent poverty, the
growth in the numbers of street or homeless children, ethnocide, forced
migration, the plight of refugees and AIDS are part of Africa’s experience in the
late 20th century.  But, Africa is also much more than this.  It a continent of
complexity and paradox. Fatalistic explanations or academic and political
dismissal will not erase its significance.

Today, only one-third of Africans live in cities, and some seventy-five per cent of
the continent south of the Sahara are primarily agricultural societies. Ethnically
and culturally, Africa is an heterogeneous continent; there are over 1,000 ethnic
groups with diverse beliefs and customs.  While North Africa is primarily
Muslim, and has been so for centuries, sub-Saharan Africa includes an equal
number of Muslims, Christians and Africans practicing various traditional
religious beliefs.

The participants at this conference tell many unreported stories.  For example,
economic growth in at least half of Sub-Saharan Africa now outstrips out-strips
that of Latin America. While claims of an African economic renaissance should
be met with caution, this growth was enabled by a reduction of conflict and by
investment in natural resources. Various financial partnerships are being
developed between post-Apartheid South Africa and states as far-flung as
Mauritius and Kenya.  According to the World Bank, even the poorest 37
countries in Africa are experiencing notable economic growth.  Assessing the
significance of these developments is particularly important given their
association with global economic restructuring, privatization, trade liberalization
and the principles of the new public management and administrative governance.

We thank all of our participants for joining us in this global dialogue, and offer a
special welcome to our international guests.  We hope the intellectual debates and
cultural exchanges will warm these cold Alberta days.

Malinda S. Smith
1999 Africa Society Conference Convenor
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Dr. Alan Davis
Vice-President Academic, Athabasca University

Best Wishes

On behalf of Athabasca University, it is my pleasure to welcome
delegates to the 1999 Africa Society conference.  As an institution
committed to open, life long learning, we recognise the need to link
the local and global in our educational pursuits.

The African continent is home to one-quarter of the world's countries.
This year's conference theme Options for Africa: Education, Develop-
ment, Governance opens the door to exploring intellectual, ethical and
practical issues of import to Africa and the global community.

Please accept the best wishes of Athabasca University for an engaging
and productive conference.

Dr. Alan Davis
Vice-President (Academic)
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n behalf of the University of Alberta, I would like to welcomeO
you  to the 1999 Africa Society Conference, “Options for Africa:
Education, Development, Governance”.  The theme is particularly
apposite given the cultural and political changes taking place on the
continent at this time.  The Africa Society is to be congratulated for
creating a program that is broad in scope and reflects a wide diversity
of interests among the participants.  The University of Alberta
wishes to extend thanks to the organizing committee of the Africa
Society for their efforts and also to those faculty members from the
University of Alberta and Athabasca University who have provided
support.

Internationalization is a key strategic initiative for the University of
Alberta and we are delighted to be hosts for a conference that
promotes discussion of crucial international issues.  In recent years,
the University of Alberta has been involved in projects, research
programs and academic partnerships in more than sixteen African
countries, including Morocco, Ghana, Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania,
Zimbabwe and South Africa.  Recently, we began student exchange
schemes with the University of Zimbabwe and the University of
Natal. Through the Consortium for Middle Eastern and African
Studies we have introduced African courses into our undergraduate
program.

I wish you every success in your discussions and hope that you enjoy
your stay at the University of Alberta.

Dr. Doug Owram
Vice President (Academic) and Provost

Welcome
Dr. Doug Owram
Vice-President (Academic), University of Alberta
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Greetings
Honourable David Kilgour
Secretary of State for Latin America and Africa

I t is with great pleasure that I extend my warmest greetings to
everyone attending the Africa Society Conference at the University of
Alberta, February 26-28, 1999 on the theme “Options for Africa:
Education, Development, Governance”.  I am delighted to learn of the
Society’s initiative, and look forward to participating at the closing
session of the conference on February 28.

It is important that Canadians be well informed about the momentous
developments on the African continent.  Although a number of African
countries are currently embroiled in conflict, this is not the whole
picture.  The majority of the continent is at peace and undergoing rapid
change.  This is a continent in transition, with many positive trends,
including areas of strong economic growth and progress toward
democracy.

Canada’s commitment toward Africa is strong, durable and
increasingly multidimensional.  The Canadian aid program remains an
important component of our bilateral relationship, but is increasingly
balanced by strong private sector trade and investment links, security
cooperation, and a denser network of civil society affiliations.

The conference you are organizing will help participants to appreciate
and explore in depth some of these new and positive dimensions of the
African reality, beyond the conventional and fleeting images projected
on our television screens.  I extend my best wishes for a successful
conference, and look forward to joining you.

David Kilgour, MP
Secretary of State for Latin America and Africa
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As the Premier of Alberta, it is my great pleasure to welcome all

Message from Premier Ralph Klein

Honourable Ralph Klein
Premier, Province of Alberta

participants to the 1999 Africa Society conference.  I understand the
conference is an international event, and so I want to extend special
greetings to our out-of-province visitors -- I hope your stay with us is
an enjoyable one.

This conference provides a valuable opportunity to meet with
colleagues from around the world.  May you experience renewed zeal
and warm fellowship with those who share an interest in Africa's
political, economic, social and cultural issues.  Your keynote speakers
will  have a wealth of knowledge and expertise to share with you, and
I trust you will find the two plenaries, workshops, and panel
discussions insightful and informative.

I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to also experience
some of our western hospitality while you are in our province.
Alberta is legendary for its beauty and diversity.  It is renowned for its
friendly
people, magnificient scenery, and cosmopolitan centres offering great
dining, shopping, arts and recreation.

On behalf of the Province of Alberta, best wishes for a successful
conference and an enjoyable visit to our province.

Ralph Klein
Premier
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A warm Edmonton welcome to everyone taking part in the 1999

Edmonton Welcomes You
Bill Smith
Mayor, City of Edmonton

Africa Society Conference.

Over the next few days, delegates from a wide range of disciplines
will have an opportunity to discuss issues related to Africa’s past,
present and Future.  May your sessions be productive and spark
new thinking about culture and development in Africa.

Congratulations to many organizers and volunteers who have
dedicated their time and energy to this conference. The Africa
Society, the University of Alberta and Athabasca University all
deserve special recognition for supporting and arranging this event.

To the many delegates visiting from other parts of the world, I hope
you have a fantastic stay.  During your time away from the
conference, be sure to explore our city.  I am confident you will find
Edmonton an exciting and friendly place.

Best wishes for an engaging, inspiring event.

Yours truly,

Bill Smith
Mayor, City of Edmonton
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1999 AFRICA SOCIETY CONFERENCE  EVENTS

MONDAY, February 22-Sunday, February 29

AFRICA SOCIETY CONFERENCE FILM FESTIVAL
Films celebrating Africa and the Diaspora in English, French and Portuguese.

In conjunction with Africa Week.

THURSDAY, February 25, 7-9:00p.m.

AFRICA SOCIETY YOUTH SEMINAR
Dealing with Intolerance and Discrimination: Strategizing Around Race and
Difference

Speakers:
Dr. George Sefa Dei, University of Toronto
Darren Lund, Alberta Association of Multicultural Education
Chair: Nicholas Spillios, Board of AAME.
Co-sponsored by the Alberta Association of Multicultural Education.

FRIDAY-SUNDAY, February 26-28

AFRICA SOCIETY CONFERENCE
Options for Africa: Education, Development, Governance

The Africa Society in partnership with the University of Alberta and Athabasca
University.
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Options for Africa: Education, Development, Governance.

1999 AFRICA SOCIETY CONFERENCE

Conference  Program

All conference events (keynotes, plenary, workshops) will be held in Education
North and South, University of Alberta.  The Publishers’ Display and Cultural
Artefacts display will be in room 129 throughout the Conference.

FRIDAY, February 26, 1999Education North N2-115

5:30-6:15 p.m. Conference Registration

6:20-6:50 p.m. Conference Opening and Welcome
Dr. Malinda S. Smith, 1999 Conference Convener
Stephen Appiah-Padi, Coordinator-Africa Society

Welcome: Graduate Students Association: Kim Speers,
President

Welcome: U of A: Sharon Jamieson, Assoc. V-P
International

Welcome: Athabasca: Judith Hughes, V-P (Student
Services)

6:50-7:00 p.m. Introduction of Keynote Speaker
Dr. Philomena Okeke
Women’s Studies Program, University of Alberta

7:00-8:15 p.m. Keynote Address:
Dr. George Sefa Dei, “Interrogating Afrocentricity:
Africa And the Diasporan Reality”.
Graduate Department of Education, University of
Toronto

8:30 p.m. Reception
Pepper Seed (7 person steel drum band), African
finger foods, wine & cheese.
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SATURDAY, February 27, 1999

8:00-8:40 a.m. Conference Registration
8:40-8:50 a.m. Introduction of Keynote Speaker

Dr. Alan Tupper
Professor, Political Science, University of Alberta.

8:50-10:10 a.m. Keynote Address (Rm: Education South 1-29):
Dr. Olufemi Vaughan, “State-Society Relations in Post-
Colonial Africa: The Case of Nigeria”.
Africana Studies, State University of New York-Stony
Brook.

10:10-11:25 Workshops
A. De-Militarization, Peace and Good Governance (rm 106)
B. Culture and Identity in North Africa (rm 113)
C. Agriculture, Farm Workers and the Environment (rm 122)
D. Nationalisms and Identities in Neo/Post-Colonial
African Literatures (rm 165)
E. Life Stories of African Women and the Diaspora (rm 107)

11:25-12:40 Workshops
F. The Status of Women in Contemporary Africa (rm 165)
G. Business and Labour Conditions in Africa (rm 113)
H. Locating the Humanities and Social Sciences in
Development (rm 106)
I. Environmental Resource Management (rm 107)

12:40-2:00 LUNCH

2:00-3:30 p.m. Introduction to Plenary
Dr. Janine Brodie, Chair, Political Science, U of A.

PLENARY (Rm: Education South 1-29)
Options for South Africa in a Global Era
Dr. John Saul, “South Africa in an Era of
Globalization”,  Political Science Professor, York
University.
Dr. Fred Judson, “The Governance of Transition in
South Africa”, Political Science, University of Alberta.
David Schneiderman, “Investment Rules and the New
Constitutionalism in South Africa”, Executive Director,
Centre for Constitutional Studies, U of A.
Chair: Dr. Chaldeans Mensah, Political Science, Grant
McEwan Community College.
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3:40-4:50 p.m. Workshops
J. Multi-Ethnic States and Good Governance in Africa(rm 165)
K. Discourses of Gender & Sexuality (rm 106)
L. Culture, Tradition & Ethnicity in Contemporary Africa (rm 107)

M. Human Rights, Education, and Development (rm 113)

7:00-9:30p.m. AFRICA NIGHT!
Wajjo Drummers, Risasa calypso/soca band
Co-hosted by the Consortium for Middle Eastern and African Studies
(CMEAS), University of Alberta.

SUNDAY, February 28, 1999

8:00-8:30a.m. Conference Registration

8:30-9:50 a.m. Workshops
N. Culture, Tradition and Ecology in Africa (rm 106)
O. Perspectives on Sustainable Development (rm 107)
P. The (Post-)Coloniality of Global Culture (rm 113)
Q. International Education and Global Citizenship (rm 165)
R. State, Civil Society Activism & the Environment (rm 122)

10:00-11:30 Introduction to Plenary
Malinda S. Smith,
Coordinator of Political Economy, Athabasca University

PLENARY (Room: Education South 1-29)
Writing, Voice, and the African Diaspora
Dr. Wanda Macon, “Writing, African American Voice and
the Diaspora”, English Department, Jackson State Univer
sity, Mississippi.
Olive Senior, “‘The Voice From the Bottom of the Well’: The
Case of Caribbean Women Writers”, Writer-in-Residence,
English, University of Alberta.
Dorothy Randall Tsuruta, “From a Womanist Visit with
Soyinka: The Promised Review of Black Women’s Studies”,
Black Studies, San Francisco State University, San Francisco.
Chair: Hon. Missouri Sherman-Peter, Bahamas High
Commissioner to Canada and Honorary non-resident Counsel
to Lesotho, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

11:35-12:35 p.m. Friend of Africa Award and Conference Closing
Friend of Africa Award
Closing: Hon. David Kilgour, MP, Secretary of State for Latin
America and Africa.
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SATURDAY MORNING, 10:10 a.m.-11:25a.m.

A. De-Militarization, Peace and Good Governance in Africa
•Ejike Tabara, Roy Illoelunachi and Esther Illoelunachi. “Governing Africa: A Reappraisal
of Militarised Constitutions”.
University of Nigeria and Women in Nigeria (WIN).
•Mambo Tabu Masinda. “Armed Forces and Prospects for Building Peace and Stability in
Congo-Zaire”.
Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Centre for Policy Studies in Higher Education and Training,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
•Yunus Lubega. “State-Making, Nation-Building, Democratisation and Governance in
Sub-Saharan Africa: The Case of Uganda”.
Winnipeg, Manitoba (MA-Democratic Theory, University of Leeds, England .)
•Chair: Dr. Francis Kofi Abiew, Political Science, University of Alberta.

B. Culture and Identity in North Africa
•Fatima Sadiqi. “The Gender/Language Interface in Morocco”.
Department of Linguistics, University of Fes, Morocco.
•Moha Ennaji. “Language and Cultural Identity in North Africa”.
Department of English, University of Fes, Morocco.
•Doyle Hatt. “Designer Traditions in Morocco”.
African Studies Research Group, Department of Anthropology, University of Calgary.
•Chair: Dr. Lahoucine Ouzgane, Dept. of English, University of Alberta.

C. Agriculture, Farm Workers and the Environment
•Korbla Peter Puplampu. “Conflict and Collaboration in State-NGO Relations: Evaluating
The Agricultural Sector in Africa: Ghana”.
Department of Sociology, University of Alberta.
•Blair Rutherford. “Transforming Social Relations for Farm Workers in Zimbabwe”.
Department of Anthropology, University of Regina.
•Tahar Boutraa. “Breeding of common bean for drought and low soil fertility in Africa”.
School of Biology, University of Leeds, England.
•Chair: Dr. Mike Gismondi, Centre for Global and Social Analysis, Athabasca University.

WORKSHOPS
1999 Africa Society Conference
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D. Nationalisms and Identities in Neo-/Post-Colonial African Literature
•Ron Ayling. “Andre Brink’s Post-Apartheid Writings”.
Professor Emeritus, English Department, University of Alberta.
•Moussa Sow. “Culture and Neo-colonialism in Ngugi’s Petals of Blood and Matigari”.
Interdisciplinary Program of Literacy Studies, Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass.
•Heather Zwicker. “The Nervous Collusions of Nation and Gender: Tsitsi Dangarembga’s
Revision of Fanon”.
Department of English, University of Alberta.
•Chair: Dr. Daphne Read, English Department, University of Alberta.

E. Life Stories of African Women and the Diaspora.
•Radecka Appiah-Padi. “The ESL Journey of an African Immigrant Woman”.
Project Adult Literacy Society, Edmonton, Alberta.
•Denise L. Spitzer. “‘Here, I’m like a chicken’: Stories from Somali women in Canada”.
Department of Anthropology, University of Alberta.
•Nora Foster Stovel. “The Wound that Will Not Heal: The Genital Mutilation of Women
Described in the African Writings of Margaret Laurence”.
English Department, University of Alberta.
•Chair: Dr. Chris Gabriel, Killiam Post-Doctoral Fellow, Political Science, University of
Alberta.

11:30a.m.-12:45p.m.

F. The Status of Women in Contemporary Africa
•Gladys Illoelunachi, Jonah Okoli, Ndubisi Ude. “Obstacles to Achieving Social
Aspirations: The Lives of Educated Nigerian Women”.
University of Nigeria and Women In Nigeria (WIN)-Enugu Branch, Nigeria.
•Philomena Okeke-Ihejirika. “Women’s Rights as Human Rights: Reconfiguring
‘Tradition’ in Contemporary Africa”.
Women’s Studies Program, University of Alberta.
•Collette Oseen. “Affidamento/Entrustment as the Embodiment of Non-Hierarchical
Organizational Strategies for INGOs”.
Women’s Studies, Athabasca University, Alberta.
•“Breaking Through the Glass Ceiling”.
Emmanuel Bayo Aregbesola, Senior Researcher, Center for Research into Women’s Rights
and the Eradication of Child Labour in Africa, Mokola, Ibadan, Oyo State, Nigeria.
•Chair: Dr. Cathy Cavanaugh, Coordinator, Women’s Studies, Athabasca University.
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G.   Business and Labour Conditions in Africa
•Adenike Yesufu. “A Woman’s Place Is In Her Business: The Informal Sector As Survival
Strategy in Nigeria”.
Department of Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta and ILO-trained Trainer
in Entrepreneurship development.
•Marlea Clarke. “Regulating Casual Work, or Casualising Permanent Work? Reforming
Labour
Legislation in Post-Apartheid South Africa”.
Political Science, York University, North York, Ontario.
•Edna Djokoto. “Contradiction in the State-Owned Enterprises Reform Program in
Ghana: the Case of Cityline Corporation”.
Sociology, University of Alberta.
•Abdella Abdou. “Adjustment and Enterprise in Africa: An Historical Perspective”,
Economics, University of British Columbia, Prince George, BC.
•Chair: Dr. Dallas Cullen, Chair, Women’s Studies Program, University of Alberta.

H. Re-thinking the Humanities and Social Sciences in Development
•Roy Illoelunachi. “Development Through Human Science Research: An Example from
Swaziland”.
Swaziland Academy of Accountancy Tutors, Mbabane, Swaziland.
•Wisdom J. Tettey. “Social Science Research in Africa: The Need for Intellectual and
Attitudinal Reconfiguration”.
Faculty of General Studies, University of Calgary.
•Celestine Ifeanyi Ezeonu. “The Theory and Practice of Structural Adjustment and
Stabilisation in Sub-Saharan Africa During the 1980s and 1990s”.
Centre for Development Studies, University of Leeds, England.
•Chair: Dr. Korbla Peter Puplampu, Sociology Department, University of Alberta.

I.  Environmental Resource Management
•Eric Asa. “The Impact of Mining on Ghana’s Natural Environment: A Look Behind the
Looks”.
Mining and Engineering, University of Alberta.
•John Boye Ejobowah. “The Nigerian State, Oil Communities and Crude-Petroleum
Resources”.
Political Science, University of Toronto.
•Chris W.J. Roberts. “Canada’s Role in Africa’s Resource Renaissance: The Privatization
of Canadian Foreign Policy in Africa in the 1990s”.
Publisher, African Access Magazine (Calgary).
•Chair: Dr. Ross Wein, Depart. of Renewable Resources, University of Alberta.
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LUNCH (12:45-2:00)

2:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m.

PLENARY Options for South Africa in a Global Era
(Room: Education South 2-115)
•Dr. John Saul, “South Africa in an Era of Globalization”.
Political Science Professor, York University.
•Dr. Fred Judson, “The Governance of Transition in South Africa”.
Political Science, University of Alberta.
•David Schneiderman, “Investment Rules and the New Constitutionalism in South Africa”.
Executive Director, Centre for Constitutional Studies, Faculty of Law, University of
Alberta.
•Chair: Dr. Chaldeans Mensah, Political Science, Grant McEwan Community College.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 3:40-4:50p.m.

J. Multi-Ethnic States and Good Governance in Africa
•John Young. “Governance in Post-Cold War Ethiopia”.
Institute for Governance Studies, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia.
•Ian Speers. “The Problems of Power-Sharing: Understanding the Weaknesses and Possi-
bilities for Inclusive Agreements in Africa”.
Political Science, University of Toronto and Ryerson, Toronto.
•Donald Ray. “The National House of Chiefs and the Ghanaian state”.
African Studies Research Group, Dept. of Political Science, University of Calgary.
•Chair: Richard Bauman, Faculty of Law, University of Alberta.

K. Discourses on Gender, Culture & Sexuality
•Amelia Ogochukwu Okereke. “The African Woman in Contemporary African Society: At
the Crossroads of Liberation”.
Faculty of Linguistics and Literary Studies, University of Bielefeld, Germany.
•Muriel Walker. “Men, Women, and Sexuality in The Fictional and Social Writings of
Nawal El Saadawi”.
University of Toronto, Canada.
•Minister Faust. “The Meanings and Messages of Manhood A.M. (After Malcolm)”.
Edmonton teacher, writer and activist.
•Chair: Jendju Collins, Department of Anthropology and Educational Policy
Studies
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L. Culture, Tradition and Ethnicity in Contemporary Africa
•Judy Sterner. “Mobilizing the past: uses of tradition in northeastern Nigeria and northern
Cameroon”.
African Studies Research Group, Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary.
•Allan Dawson. “Negotiating perceptions: ethnicity among the Konkomba of Northern
Ghana”.
African Studies Research Group, Department of Anthropology, University of Calgary.
•Naa Kuorkor Kotey. “African Perceptions of White People: The Gas of Teshie”.
Anthropology, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington.
•Chair: Dr. Peter Shinnie, Professor Emeritus-Archaeology, University of Calgary.

M. Human Rights, Education and Development in Africa
•Mari Bergen. “Educating Girls in West Africa: Ghana”.
Human Ecology, University of Alberta.
•Annette Richardson. “Children of Africa are Children of the World: Human Rights in the
Educational Process”.
Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.
•Chris Nsaliwa. “Control Over Educational Decision Making: Key Questions and Core
Issues”.
Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.
•Chair: Stephen Appiah-Padi, Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.

SUNDAY, MORNING, 8:30a.m.-9:50a.m.

N. Culture, Tradition and Ecology in Contemporary Africa
•Charles Mather. “Earth shrines and conservation in West Africa: a case from Kusasi,
northeastern Ghana”.
African Studies Research Group, Dept. of Archaeology, University of Calgary
•Brian Vivian. “Change and tradition in Asante landscape”.
African Studies Research Group, SUNY-Binghamton, New York.
•Dr. Dan Mato. “Changing times - changing symbols”.
African Studies Research Group, Department of Art History, University of Calgary.
•Chair: Dr. Pamela Willoughby, Anthropology Department, University of Alberta.
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O. Human Rights & Sustainable Development
•Augustine Engoru-Ebinu. “African Woman: The Architect of ‘Spider Web’ Development
Paradigm”.
Former lecturer at Makerere University, Uganda and University of Swaziland; CIDA
consultant.
•Rowland Apentiik.  “Sense and nonsense of ethnoecology in African development”.
African Studies Research Group, Resources and the Environment, University of Calgary.
•Namu Doris Lwanga. “Taming Memories of War Through Theatre: Culture in Sustain-
able Development”.
Ugandan educational entertainer, Silver Springs, Maryland.
•Ambroise Kom. “The Development of Education in Africa”.
College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts.
•Chair: Dr. Virginia Cawagas, Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.

P.  The (Post-)Coloniality of Global Culture
•Nancy Batty.“The Semiotics of Seduction in International Children’s Relief Efforts”.
Chair, English Department, Red Deer College.
•Jerry White. “Egypt and her Cinema Interacts with Europe: Youssef Chahine’s Salut
Bonaparte! And Destiny”.
Department of Comparative Studies in Literature, Film and Religion, University of
Alberta.
•Dr. Wenran Jiang. “Africa and Asia in Global Human Rights Discourse”.
Political Science, University of Alberta.
•Chair: Evelyn Ellerman, Coordinator, Communications Studies, Athabasca University.

Q. Education and “Africa”: Students Abroad, Diaspora and Global Friends
•Toh Swee-Hin.
•Stephen Appiah-Padi.
•Ernest Khalema
•Henry Codjoe
•Chair: Dr. Chris Nsaliwa, Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.

R. State, Civil Society & The Environment
•Catherine Phillips. “Permaculture in South Africa: Political Participation, Environmen-
tal Regeneration and Food Security”.
Centre for International Development, University of Guelph.
•Iddrisu Adam. “Assessing the role and impact of local community organizations in local
environmental resource management in Ghana: Some preliminary findings”.
Geography and Environmental Studies, Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo.
•Solafa Goueli. “NGOs, Aid Donors and Environmental Policy in Egypt: Implications for
Education”.
Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta
•Chair: Dr. Mary Richardson, Philosophy, Athabasca University.
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SUNDAY MORNING, 10:00-11:30

PLENARY Writing, Voice, and the African Diaspora
(Rm: Education South 1-29)
•Dr. Wanda Macon, “Writing, African American Voice and the Diaspora”.
English Department, Jackson State University, Mississippi.
•Olive Senior. “‘The Voice From the Bottom of the Well’: The Case of Caribbean Women
Writers”.
Writer-in-Residence, English, University of Alberta.
•Dorothy Randall Tsuruta, “From a Womanist Visit with Soyinka: The Promised Review of
Black Women’s Studies”.
Black Studies, San Francisco State University, San Francisco.
•Chair: Hon. Missouri Sherman-Peter, Bahamas High Commissioner to Canada and Non-
resident Counsel to Lesotho, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

11:35-12:35 p.m. Friend of Africa Award and Conference Closing
•Friend of Africa Award (1999)
•Dr. Malinda S. Smith, Conference Convener
•Stephen Appiah-Padi, Coordinator-The Africa Society
•Closing: David Kilgour, MP, Secretary of State for Latin America and Africa
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SATURDAY MORNING, 10:10 a.m. - 11:25 a.m.

A.   DE-MILITARISATION, PEACE AND GOOD GOVERNANCE

“Governing Africa: A Reappraisal of Militarised Constitutions”.
Ejike Tabara, Roy Iloelunachi and Esther Iloelunachi, Swaziland Accountancy Academy, Swaziland.

There are two epistemologically relevant means of conveying politically important subjects; by analysis of
what has existed or by proposing action that foretell consequences. The first means is theoretical and favoured
by academics. The second is action-based and is the principal stuff of activists. Although it is possible to adopt
a corporatist approach embracing both methodologies, the peculiar slant of this presentation will lean more on
activism than theorisation. The reason is principally this: the subject of our discussion is the need for a paradigmatic
shift from the current conception of political constitutions as a basis for forcing progressive change to African
governance structures.

Drawing on the Nigerian constitutional structure, an 84 year-old model, we shall offer grounds for the
generalisation that African countries have failed accurately to identify and, thus, properly confront the debilitating
and retarding incidences of unpopular, simplistic, text-oriented, false authority structures entirely devoid of the
validating imprimatur of evidence and experience. We shall urge a proper re-education that will serve more
than merely an element for galvanising the latent force of the majority to procure improvement; docility from
apathy is the single most destructive phenomenon maintaining corrupt, inefficient and non-transparent minority
governments in Africa today. Clarification of currently confused constitutional concepts is the bedrock for any
practical progress geared towards improvement and change. We shall argue that African development is, at
bottom, progress for the globe.

“Armed Forces and Prospects for Building Peace and Stability”.
Mambo Tabu Masinda, Centre for Policy Studies in Higher Education and Training, University of British
Columbia.

The end of cold war came with the global quest for democracy and the hope for people to be protected by more
humanistic armies on the African continent.  This is not yet the case if we consider what is going on in Liberia,
Guinea Bissau, Angola, Rwanda, and Congo-Zaire. I will argue that to build sustainable peace and stability in
Africa will require a reduction in military spending, human rights education in the army, educating for ethnic
tolerance and mutual respect in public schools and decentralization of power towards local communities.

This perspective of conflict resolution based on the seeds of tolerance and human rights education constitutes
a shift in civil/military relations. From a role of repression and extortion, the military role should be one of
helping political leaders to protect fundamental rights of citizens. This should also include the move from the
military as a tool of arbitrary power, a state-centric perspective, to a global interpretation of how the army can
be involved in the quest for political freedom, economic development and sustainable peace and stability.
Approaching the military with this perspective can help new political and military leaders and the international
community to allocate resources differently and more efficiently.

“State-Making, Nation-Building and Democratisation in Sub-Saharan Africa: The Case of Uganda”.
Yunus Lubega, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

This paper argues that state-making and nation-building must go hand in hand with power-sharing if  enduring
democracies are to be established in multiracial, multiethnic, multilingual and multireligious societies in
Sub-Saharan Africa. To support this thesis, the paper shall discuss Uganda’s democratisation processes in the
post independence era and the challenges related to it from an historical, theoretical, and practical perspectives.
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The paper will attempt to throw some light on the background of the democratisation  processes in Uganda since
independence (1962) and their impact on the present democratisation endeavours. Theoretically, the paper shall
look at the forms of democracy that have been tried out by the Ugandans since independence and the degree to
which they helped achieve the intended goals.  In practical terms, an attempt shall be made to assess the  methods
of implementing  the principles of Uganda’s chosen forms of  democracy (between 1962 and 1996) and how
such methods have interacted with the country’s racial, ethnic, linguistic and religious realities.  Finally we shall
have a brief look at the current institutions in Uganda and their implications for the consolidation of democracy
in the country.  The conclusion shall come in a form of an attempt to answer the question of whether what is
currently being done in pluralistic Uganda is conducive to building an enduring democracy in a polity divided
along racial, ethnic, linguistic and religious lines.

B. CULTURE AND IDENTITY IN NORTH AFRICA .

“Language and Cultural Identity in North Africa”.
Moha Ennaji, Professor of Language and Linguistics, University of Fez, Morocco.

From the perspective of North African life and thought, language and cultural identity are intimately related.
The cultural revival has led to a change in popular and scholarly thinking. It has brought about the rise of Arab-
Islamic culture and the rejection of the western lifestyle. This is reflected in the growing emergence of Islamic
fundamentalism and thought. Sociolinguistically, the cultural and ethnic revival has effected use of the mother
tongues, Classical and Standard Arabic and the foreign languages. The mother tongues, namely Dialectal Arabic
and Berber are now considered as symbols of ethnic identity, intergroup relations, and cultural authenticity, as
they reflect the typical cultural aspects of the region. Scholars have made attempts and cultural associations to
codify, standardize and promote these mother tongues to the level of recognized regional languages.

The Arabization policy has contributed to the strengthening of the positions of Classical and Standard Arabic
and to the increase of Arab nationalism and cultural identity. Standard Arabic has been modernized to the extent
that it can be used all over North Africa as a language of wider communication capable of meeting the needs of
the North African modern states and societies. I, for one, think that language planning in North Africa ought to
be reconsidered taking into account the multilingual situation and language attitudes in the region. An adequate
policy must seek to attain three main objectives: (i) further develop and spread Standard Arabic, (ii) promote
the mother tongues to the level of regional languages and (iii) reinforce the teaching of foreign languages like
English, French, Spanish and German. The first two objectives can achieve national unity and preserve cultural
identity, while the third one will contribute to establish efficiency, modernity and international communication.

This paper is divided into four sections. Section one deals with the relationship between language and cultural
identity in general terms. Section two is concerned with the historical and linguistic background of North Africa.
Section three reflects the changes that have occurred in the
domain of language and ethnicity since the 1960s, while section four presents the reasons for this change.
Finally, section five deals with the extent to which the languages and varieties used in the North African  context
are affected by the ethnic revival attested the world over.

“The Gender/Language Interface In Morocco”.
Fatima Sadiqi, Department of English, University of Fes, Morocco.

This paper draws on two major academic disciplines: women studies (gender), and linguistics (language).
Theoretically, it addresses two major research questions: (1) how to account for the quasi absence of research
on gender and language in Morocco, where linguistics has gained a notorious authority? (2) How can the
investigation of gender in the Moroccan context, an african, non-western context, offer insights that will help
improve some aspects of the theories of gender and language worldwide by filling the cultural gap where the
african experience is absent?
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The aim of exploring these two research questions is twofold: (i) to investigate the awareness created by feminist
movements in the field of language and language use with respect to the Moroccan context. (ii) to underline the
relevance of non-western paradigms to the theories of gender and language worldwide. Evidence for the arguments
proposed in this paper are given from the Moroccan context. Morocco is a multilingual and multicultural country
where oral tradition and the use of language are strong cultural vehicles of visual and mental representations of,
among other things, gender roles. In these representations the origin of gender-linked differences, and the way
these differences are manifested and manipulated for societal purposes pose intriguing and theoretically challenging
problems: on the one hand, it is often the case that the way gender roles are “talked about” crucially determines
the way they are “thought about”, and the way they are “written about”, underlying the catalyzing role of gender
and its deep and complex relation to the literary, linguistic, social, psychological, political, legal, religious, and
especially the cultural parameters. On the other hand, given the strong impact of culture in the gender/language
interface, grammatical gender and social gender do not always mirror the same images. Current theorization on
gender and language need, thus, to include the cultural ingredient to allow for non-western paradigms.

In an attempt to be both comprehensive and precise, the paper is structured into four sections. The first section
deals the relationship between gender, language, and language use. The second section deals ways of accounting
for the quasi absence of research on gender and language in a Morocco, where linguistics has gained a notorious
authority. The third section deals with the ways in which the investigation of gender in the Moroccan context
offer insights that will help improve some aspects of the theories of gender and language worldwide. The last
section deals with the practical relevance of investigating gender and language in non-western contexts.

“Designer Traditions in Morocco”.
Doyle Hatt, Department of Anthropology, University of Calgary.

As a prime winter tourist destination for snowbound Europeans, Morocco has a highly developed tourist industry
which is concerned to cater to the expectations and wants of a wide range of international tourists, from jet-set
golfers, through various organized package-tours, to families primarily interested in camping vacations.  The
national tourist board, ONMT (Office National Marocain de Tourisme) has broad powers to mobilize local
administrative bodies, not only to facilitate touristic accommodation and to ensure tourists’ security, but also in
efforts to stage events that portray the folkloric color and diversity of the country.  This paper focuses on the
interface between indigenous celebratory traditions (fairs, religious moussems, and tribal dances), looked at in
terms of their traditional meanings and social functions, and the ‘official’ events which are promoted by the
ONMT, and which are shaped largely in terms of Europeans’ expectations of exoticism and mystery.

C. AGRICULTURE, FARM WORKERS AND THE ENVIRONMENT .

“Conflict and Collaboration in State-NGO Relations: Evaluating The Agricultural Sector in Africa: Ghana”.
Korbla Peter Puplampu, Department of Sociology, University of Alberta.

The crisis of the African state was one dominant feature in the region’s socio-political landscape in the last two
decades.  The crisis of the state has created a vacuum in the institutional framework required for agricultural
development.  Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have emerged and filled the vacuum as viable institutions
for agricultural development.  Despite the widespread enthusiasm about NGOs in agricultural development,
their work is one of conflict and collaboration.  NGOs work within a context defined by the state and state-NGO
relations are situated in a wider setting shaped by socio-political considerations.  This paper examines state-
NGO relations and the implications of that relationship for agricultural development in Africa.  Exploring the
socio-political context of such relations in Ghana and other African countries, the paper shows how the uncertain
outcomes of state-NGO relations affect the long-term prospects of agricultural development.
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“Transforming Social Relations for Farm Workers in Zimbabwe”.
Blair Rutherford, Department of Anthropology, University of Regina.

This paper is part of an on-going project with Sam Moyo and Dede Amanor-Wilks examining the historical and
current living and working  conditions of farm workers in Zimbabwe and critically assessing the dominant
theoretical and policy approaches to farm workers and development.  After outlining the working and living
conditions for farm workers in Zimbabwe (the approximately 280,000 permanent and seasonal Africans and
their dependents working and living on the 4,500 or so commercial farms, largely owned by European
Zimbabweans), I then provide a critical overview of the five main approaches towards farm workers and
development--”nationalist,” “workerist,” “land rights,” “welfarist” and “transformative” – concentrating in the
main on the “nationalist” and “welfarist” approaches.  Next, I discuss the “transformative” approach, situating
it within the current policy, political and economic changes and conditions in terms of local government,
commercial agriculture, economic liberalization, land resettlement, and the increasing presence of “civil society”
organizations.  In so doing, I outline the possible attributes of a “farm worker resettlement scheme,” the main
goal of this transformative approach.

“Breeding of common bean for drought and low soil fertility in Africa”.
Tahar Boutraa, School of Biology, University of Leeds.

Increased food production in Africa has become an urgent problem. Africa has become the largest importer of
food, surpassing Asia, which has more than five times its population. Common bean is an important source of
protein for more than 500 million people in Africa and Latin America; it is considered as an important source of
vitamin A and dietary iron  (FAO, 1991). In addition to diseases and pests, water stress and phosphorus availability
are among the primary constraints to bean production in these areas (CIAT, 1987). It was estimated that 44% of
bean production in Africa suffer from P-deficiency. The alleviation of phosphorus  is usually carried out by
application of materials with P sources and phosphorus fertilizers, but because of the inability of many poor
farmers to purchase adequate amounts of fertilizers, genetic improvement of P efficiency in bean may be a
viable alternative or complement to fertilization. In the development of agriculture in Africa plant breeding will
continue to play a very important role. Some of the possibilities for bean improvement through plant breeding
in relation to the problems of environments in Africa are discussed in this paper.

D. NATIONALISMS AND IDENTITIES IN NEO-/POST-COLONIAL AFRICAN LITERATURE .

“Hanging on a Sunrise: André Brink’s Post-Apartheid Writings”.
Ron Ayling, Professor Emeritus, Department of English, University of Alberta.

During a sustained and prolific career as a creative writer in both Afrikaans and English, the South African
André Brink has published thirteen novels in English and several volumes of social commentary and literary
criticism. In the four decades during which he has established himself as a prize-winning artist and one of the
most persistent and fearless opponents of apartheid, Brink’s writings have traced with accuracy and sensitivity
the various stages in the torturous history of the rise and fall of an iniquitous and ever-more oppressive regime.
The eventual collapse of that tyranny and subsequent dilemmas for a land confronted by huge social needs and
reconstruction, as well as unfamiliar problems in creating a multiracial democracy, are other significant issues
in his most recent work. Of his thirteen novels in English, nine were written in the years of apartheid and four
since Nelson Mandela’s release from prison. There are exciting as well as startling differences between the
works in these two groups. While touching on both, the paper will largely focus on the post-apartheid novels. To
date there has been no critical recognition of them: they are The First Life of Adamastor (1992), On the Contrary
(1994), Imaginings of Sand (1996) and Devil’s Valley (1998). This paper will assess them, individually and
collectively, in their contemporary context. As a group these novels clearly reflect South Africa’s new spirit of
freedom and optimism, tinged with fear and some foreboding. Brink’s later novels are more playful and
experimental than the earlier ones, which were more earnest in their social criticism and invariably pervaded by
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a sense of tragedy, either actual or impending. The post-apartheid works, while indebted to magic realism and
non-realistic devices, old and new (that is, Cervantes and Diderot as well as Marquez and Fowles), display an
individualistic and exuberant melange of wit and linguistic invention, and a new sense of fun and fantasy, in
addition to Brink’s usual skill in recreating adventurous narratives and memorable characters.

“Culture and Neo-colonialism in Ngugi’s Petals of Blood and Matigari”.
Moussa Sow, Interdisciplinary Program of Literary Studies, Brandeis University, Massachusetts.

If Western domination over Africa were supposed to end with the “independences” of the balkanized continent,
some African writers are still not convinced of the validity of such a statement, at the eve of the new millennium.
The self-determination granted to most African colonies in the sixties is seen as a formal search of good conscience,
urged by African nationalists, but has left a wound beyond healing.  In Ngugi Wa Thiongo’s Petals of Blood and
Matigari, I intend to closely look into the issue of culture and neo-colonialism. These two novels are complementary
to a large extent. While the first focuses on the colonial impact, the second is a plea for a new and uncorrupted
Africa. I will demonstrate through Ngugi’s work, the conflictual cultural relationship with the invading Western
culture. The impact of colonization in the African mind, the role of education, and the struggle of African culture
to survive what is commonly called universalism, and the role of the African scholar in these dynamics, will be
my main focus in this paper. Finally, I will have a critical approach to Ngugi’s new views on language, culture,
and neo-colonialism.

“The Nervous Collusions of Nation and Gender: Tsitsi Dangarembga’s Revision of Fanon”.
Heather Zwicker, Department of English, University of Alberta.

Literary criticism of Tsitsi Dangarembga’s Nervous Conditions (1989) has commented quite extensively on
Dangarembga’s use of anorexia nervosa as a pathology of cultural hybridity. But so far little attention has been
paid to either the genre of the novel, a bildungsroman, or to the pathologies of nationalism—despite Dangarembga’s
very careful use of dates (she sets her novel in the years leading up to Zimbabwe’s war of national independence)
and despite the fact that she invites us to think about Frantz Fanon from the very epigraph of her book, which
quotes Jean-Paul Sartre’s introduction to The Wretched of the Earth.

In my paper, I argue that the trope of anorexia becomes most intelligible when read through a revisionary use of
Fanon, and that it is only through understanding this revisionary nationalism that the implications of Nervous
Conditions as a bildungsroman become clear. In “On Violence,” Fanon argues that colonialism is inherently
violent, that it is, in fact, violence in its natural state: “colonialism is not a thinking machine,” he asserts, “nor a
body endowed with reasoning facilities. It is violence in its natural state, and it will only yield when confronted
with greater violence” (Wretched 61). Because colonialism is violent, it breeds a violent response. This violence
is not only destructive, but also creative. Out of the dual violence of colonialism and the violence of responding
to it, Fanon argues, national identity emerges. To summarize Fanon: colonialism’s destructive violence produces
a creative violence that leads to a consciousness of national identity.

Dangarembga frames her novel with violence, from Nhamo’s death to Nyasha’s near-death. Nyasha’s anorexia—
set up from the novel’s opening as one mode of “rebellion” (Dangarembga 1) is a consequence of the violence of
colonialism, of patriarchy, and of cultural hybridity. But insofar as it influences Tambudzai at the end of the
novel, Nyasha’s eating disorder turns destructive violence into constructive violence, bringing Tambudzai to a
revolutionary national consciousness that enables her to write. The body of Nyasha in effect becomes an allegory
for Zimbabwe; although Nyasha, like Zimbabwe, is torn apart by internal violence, this violence produces another,
enabling, story. In using anorexia for this trope, Dangarembga not only demonstrates that nationalism and
colonialism collude with patriarchy in particularly damaging ways for women, but also insists that African
theories of nationalism need to be rethought from the perspective of gender. Her novel is exemplary of a national
literature that puts young women first.
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E. LIFE STORIES OF AFRICAN WOMEN AND THE DIASPORA

“The ESL Journey of an African Immigrant Woman”.
Radecka Appiah-Padi, Project Adult Literacy Society, Edmonton.

Acquisition of literacy skills is a complex process that involves both internal and external factors to the learner.
The complexity of this process is further compounded if the “literacy” under consideration is second language
(L2) literacy.  The L2 learner is faced with a myriad of agendas, including economic, educational, sociopolitical
and familial.  These all directly impact not only the circumstances or conditions under which learning occurs but
also the actual process of learning.  The agendas set forth assumptions, expectations and pre-determined outcomes
that the learner is supposed to meet.

In the situation where the L2 learner is a language minority living in the language majority environment, the
multi-dimensional process of L2 learning becomes even more complex.  Language minorities living in a language
majority environment in this context refers to refugees and immigrants.  The paper will look at the English as a
Second Language (ESL) literacy journey of an African immigrant woman in Canada.  It examines some of the
agendas for L2 literacy and ho they influenced her attainment of literacy in English.

“‘Here, I’m like a chicken,: Stories from Somali women in Canada”.
Denise L. Spitzer, Department of Anthropology, University of Alberta.

I was in my home, now I m a refugee, that s the difference.
There I was like a queen, here I m like a chicken, like nothing.
         -Aman, 70 years old

Over 70,000 Somali refugees, primarily women and children, have sought asylum in Canada since the outbreak
of hostilities in the late 1980s. Most refugee families are fractured, their members scattered throughout the
Somali diaspora. Immigration regulations that compel refugees without identity documents to wait five years
before qualifying for permanent residency status hamper efforts to re-unite family members. Many exist in a
liminal state unable to sponsor relatives, attend post-secondary education or qualify for settlement assistance
programs.

Media images of Somalia are a mere back-drop to murder of  Shidane Arone at the hands of the Canadian
military. Portrayed as an impoverished and backward nation populated by blood-thirsty and quaint peoples, the
Somali vision of their homeland differs significantly.  Described in lush terms, abundant in food and kin, life in
Somalia was portrayed as warm and caring, in sharp contrast to the greying apartment towers of Toronto and
their exile to winter.

In this qualitative study focusing on the impact of immigration on women s menopausal and aging experiences,
the life stories of eleven Somali women in Toronto, Ottawa and Edmonton were recounted.  Each attests to the
challenges women face and the courage with which they are attempting to re-assert and re-create dignity and
meaning in a new environment.

“The Wound that Will Not Heal: The Genital Mutilation of Women Described in the African Writings of Margaret
Laurence”.
Nora Foster Stovel, Department of English, University of Alberta.

When we look at statuesque models Iman and Waris Dirie in Vogue, we little think what they may have suffered
through the cruel genital mutilation of women that is still practised in Africa. Only recently was this information
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made readily available to Western women through a dialogue between Iman andWaris Dirie about clitoridectomy
in Vogue’s June 1998 issue, which heralded Waris Dirie’s autobiography Desert Flower, written with Cathleen
Miller, in September, 1998.

Only recently has female genital mutilation, circumcision, infibulation, or clitoridectomy been discussed publicly
in conferences on Africa and women’s rights and publicized in studies by Efua Dorkenoo, Yael Tamir, Olayinka
Koso-Thomas, Fran Hosken, Renee Saurel, and Lilian Passmore Sanderson. It is a traditional custom in parts of
Africa, such as Somalia and the Sudan,  that has been practiced for almost 4000 years. The United Nations
reports that it is performed in twenty-eight African countries and estimates that over one hundred and thirty
million girls and women in Africa have undergone some form of genital mutilation. One study concludes that
between eight and ten million women and girls in Africa and the Middle East undergo genital mutilation. The
custom has even followed some African women to North America. Legislation has recently been introduced to
make female genital mutilation performed on a minor in the United States a felony punishable by five years in
prison.

Canadian writer Margaret Laurence, called “Canada’s most successful novelist” in The Oxford Companion to
Canadian Literature, brought this subject to the public nearly forty years earlier in her Somali journal, A Prophet’s
Camel Bell (1963), titled New Wind in a Dry Land in its American edition, and in her first novel, This Side
Jordan (1961), set in the Gold Coast.

We have women like Waris Dirie and Margaret Laurence to thank for bringing this subject to public notice:
rather than statistics which simply numb the mind, they have recreated—in Dirie’s autobiography Desert Flower
and Laurence’s African journal The Prophet’s Camel Bell and fiction This Side Jordan—an outrage against
women that we can actually experience, with the result that we are impelled to try to put an end to this painful and
shameful practice.

MORNING SESSION, 11:30 a.m. -12:45 p.m.

F. THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN CONTEMPORARY AFRICA

“Obstacles to Achieving Social Aspirations: The Lives of Educated Nigerian Women”.
Gladys Iloelunachi, Jonah Okoli and Ndubisi Ude, Women In Nigeria-Enugu Branch, Nigeria.

It has already been recognised and documented in literary works  (Mariama Ba 1981; Obiechina 1985; Mazrui
1992),and through surveys at national and international levels that women in Africa generally, and  in Nigeria
particularly, have been denied certain rights and privileges through centuries of socio-cultural practices. Through
recent efforts, many of these practices especially those concerning widowhood, child marriages, teenage pregnancy,
female circumcision, and inheritance have been widely publicised and are being addressed (Family Support
programmes, Village level programmes). However, underlying attitudes die hard even among women themselves.
Education, which is one of the practical steps towards the amelioration of the plight of women with regards to
demand for, and restoration of, rights both collectively and individually, has been eagerly embraced by Nigerian
women. Indeed, available enrolment statistics show that there is a current trend of higher female demand for
education than male.

To what extent has education helped women to tackle demeaning and other aspects of socio-cultural expectations?
How are educated Nigerian women using their enhanced status to appropriate their rights and with what results?
Self admission of Nigerian women in counseling sessions led to a book project and this paper is based on a small
segment of data from that book project.

All things considered then, we felt that there was need to examine the position of educated Nigerian women more
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carefully in the sense that education should make a woman strive to have an identity of her own in a society
where, to have roots and relevance, she must meet certain expectations leads her to a situation where she is being
tugged in opposite directions. How is the educated Nigerian woman  coping? Are her coping strategies adjustive
and fulfilling? Is she at risk? In this paper, we shall examine all these and more.

“Women’s Rights as Human Rights: ‘Reconfiguring ‘Tradition’ in Contemporary Africa”.
Philomena Okeke-Ihejirika, Women’s Studies Program, University of Alberta.

Discourses on women’s social status and their rights in contemporary African states have, for the most part,
evolved along parallel strands. The former has a longer history, resonating in forums which address African and
Third World’s women’s political participation and economic empowerment in the post-colonial era. The latter is
gradually gaining public attention, especially in international circles where many social practices are now
considered serious violations of women’s fundamental rights. These strands of literature appear to have merged
with the growing recognition of the centrality of gender to the development process, by African social science
scholars, policy makers, and their counterparts in international development agencies. In projecting gender as a
basic organizing element of life in Africa, these constituencies must recognize the need to place women in their
proper status as equal partners with men in the task of nation building. Such a challenge must confront three
outstanding realities of women’s life in most African countries. First, African women’s contribution to nation
building is strongly tied to their social status, the locus from which they can articulate and act on their vision of
social transformation. Second, African women’s social status is only substantive to the extent that the rights
accorded to them protect their interests and legitimize their actions. Third, the rights accorded or denied to
African women are largely a translation of social norms legitimized as “tradition,” the oppressive elements of
which have proved extremely difficult to revoke.

Drawing from the experiences of women in Nigeria, this paper argues that any attempts at addressing African
women’s social status, in particular, their rights both as citizens and a valid social group, must begin with
recognizing the historical passage which has placed then in a subordinate position to men and reconfiguring
those patterns of inequality which current social arrangement clings to as “tradition.” Such a project would
necessitate the restructuring of gender relations, and in particular, the recognition of women as individuals in
their own rights. The first section of this paper traces major historical progressions in Nigerian and African
women’s status from the pre-colonial era to the contemporary society. The second section offers a critical
review of their rights in the present legal system. The third section examines a number of developments on the
global scene which have important implications for African women’s struggle to secure their social rights. The
final section makes a case, outlining the challenges, for reconfiguring the cultural basis for advancing this cause.
Such a radical shift, the paper argues, is necessary if the relevant authorities are serious about raising African
women’s social status as citizens with full access to all the social opportunities and privileges available to men.

“Affidamento/Entrustment as the Embodiment of Non-Hierarchical Organizational Strategies for INGOs”.
Collette Oseen, Women’s Studies, Athabasca University.

The internal structure of international non-governmental organizations (INGOs) matter if women’s strategic
interests, rooted in their ability to transform the structures of subordination which characterize relations between
women and men, are to be advanced by these same organizations.  Hierarchical organizing structures hamper
rather than help women because they prevent women from learning the most effective ways of transforming
inequitable male/female relations within the organization and then translating that to the larger context.  If we
are going to be able to do development in ways that suits us, we need to first confront and then overcome those
processes within our organizations.  One way of achieving this goal is through affidamento or entrustment, the
relationship of two adult women, between the one who wants and the one who knows, the one who cannot get
something done organizationally without the help of the other.  Entrustment gives us the space, in theory and
practice, to provide a more elaborate analysis of the relations between and among women on which the creation
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of non-hierarchical flexible social order, based on skill-sharing by women, rests.  It is this elaboration of entrustment
which my presentation shall deal with.

“Breaking Through the Glass Ceiling”.
Emmanuel Bayo Aregbesola, Senior Researcher, Center for Research into Women’s Rights and the Eradication
of Child Labour in Africa, Mokola, Ibadan, Oyo State, Nigeria.

Going by the 1991 population census in Nigeria, women constitute half of the world’s population. They also
make an essential and largely unacknowledged contribution to economic life and play a crucial role in the society.
Established restrictive practices and constraints, however, tend to inhibit women’s involvement in governance,
employment e.t.c. This made it impossible for women to take advantage of their number and position to significantly
influence the decision-making process and better their social status. As a result of marginalisation, the potentials
of half of the Nigerian population remains unexplored, and the scope of labour, energy and human resources
available for national development are restricted. For instance, a female candidate was maneuvered out of office
in the last Gubernatorial(mayoral) poll in Nigeria, by the party executive, as they erroneously believed her
chances as a woman were slim at the polls. However, in order to realise some of the ideals for women’s development,
such short term strategies as the operation of the laws which will protect the interests of women must be
implemented. Action must also be taken to advocate and lobby for affirmative actions at all levels, through a
broad base constituency of women and women groups including men who share a faith in the principle of justice.
Care must be taken, however, so that the result will not have discriminatory effects against men, but will enable
the “glass ceiling” which prevents all, but few women, from getting to the top will soon give way.

G. BUSINESS AND LABOUR CONDITIONS IN AFRICA

“A Woman’s Place Is In Her Business: The Informal Sector As Survival Strategy in Nigeria”.
Adenike Yesuf, Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.

This paper will look at the performance of women in the informal sector in Nigeria.  The informal sector is
comprised of self-employed persons with less than 10 employees (ILO 1989) and it is divided into three categories:
(i) distributive trade; (ii) service business and (iii) small scale manufacturing.  This paper does not deal with self-
employed professional women.

It will specifically examine (i) the background to women’s migration into the informal sector; (ii) the performance
of women in the informal sector, their survival in the face of harsh economic reforms and structural adjustment
programs, their success and or their failure; (iii) the specific problems women face in the informal sector; (iv)
education has always been considered a means of empowerment.  There is generally no formal training required
for entering the informal sector.  The paper will answer the question: what role does education play in the
performance of women in the informal sector?  (v) This research will expose the socio-economic effect of
women’s massive migration on the informal sector; (vi) and women’s perceptions of Entrepreneurship Development
Program that were designed for them.  This paper presents the preliminary findings of research conducted in
Nigeria.

“Regulating Casual Work, or Casualising Permanent Work?  Reforming Labour Legislation in Post-Apartheid
South Africa”.
Marlea Clarke, Department of Political Science, York University.

In the wake of the political settlement reached through the negotiations process and the election of the new,
‘democratic’ government, South Africa is now in the process of re-entering the global economy. Labour market
restructuring aimed at making the country internationally competitive through such policies as privatisation,
downsizing and the creation of a more flexible workforce is characterising this period of transition. This strategy
of restructuring has far reaching implications for the reorganisation of work and employment, such as dramatically
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increased flexibilisation and casualisation.

Focusing on the new Basic Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA), this paper will explore the contradictions
and complexities in the changing nature of work in the service sector in South Africa. Labour standards (including
both employment opportunities and conditions of employment) have been the subject of intense political debate
and struggle in South Africa in recent years. After more than a year of debate and negotiation, the new BCEA
was passed by parliament in November 1997, and promulgated into law in December 1998. Consistent with
other labour market reforms, this Act aims to increase flexibility within a coherent framework of ‘regulated
flexibility’. This paper will explore this notion of ‘flexibility’ in the BCEA in relation to shifting employment
patterns in the hotel and retail sector and its gendered underpinnings.

“Contradiction in the State-Owned Enterprises (SOE) Reform Program in Ghana: The Case of Cityline
Corporation”.
Edna Djokoto, Department of Sociology, University of Alberta.

This paper analyzes the State-Owned Enterprises Reform component of the Structural Adjustment Program in
Ghana.  As part of the analysis, I will focus on how the policies apply to one particular SOE - Cityline Corporation.
The implication of the reform program for the relationship between Cityline Corporation and society on the one
hand, and the corporation and the state on the other hand.  The analysis will show the contradictory role of the
state in policy implementation and how this has affected the activities of the corporation.

“Adjustment and Enterprise in Africa: An Historical Perspective”.
Abdella Abdou, Department of Economics, University of Northern British Columbia, Prince George.

The history of capital accumulation and modern enterprise in Africa is largely the story of its incorporation into
the world capitalist system. Before the sixteenth century contact with Europeans, some parts of Africa were
engaged in long distance trade, had developed well organized polities and economies, some of which used gold
and commodity currencies, and generated surplus. Nevertheless, African economies were focused on subsistence
production until European long distance traders established themselves along the west African coast, and became
regular links to the outside world. The establishment of regular international commerce geared toward the
demands of Europe changed the pattern of African economic development. In Europe, the economy had to go
through commercial, industrial and monopoly capital (imperialist) phases. These in turn generated structural
and institutional changes or adjustments’ in Africa which went through the phases of slave trade, legitimate
trade, and colonialism. The roots of capitalist enterprise in Africa cannot be divorced from these developments.
The trends in the mix and role of domestic private enterprises, public enterprises and foreign direct investment
in African economies may also reflect the degree and tempo of Africa’s incorporation into the world capitalist
system. Contemporary structural adjustment, sponsored by the IMF and World Bank, could be understood as
the latest expression of this incorporation. The paper looks at four periods of African history: pre-colonial,
colonial, post-colonial, and the epoch of contemporary structural adjustment, with a focus on the last period. It
concludes that while adjustment may increase the role of both domestic and foreign private enterprises in African
economies, the impact on Africa’s development so far has been disappointing.

H. RE-THINKING THE HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES IN DEVELOPMENT

“Development Through Human Science Research: An Example from Post-Colonial Swaziland”.
Roy Iloelunachi, Swaziland Academy of Accountancy Tutors, Mbabane, Swaziland

This study, which derives form our work on social development through oral literature, aims to show how
humanities research can help to cultivate practice and structures that foster social, economic and political
development in Swaziland.  As a post-colonial state, Swaziland experiences many of the problems that beset
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other countries which have been vandalized by the colonial process. As a small country in the Southern African
region, it suffers from the ripples of apartheid violence. In addition, it has the peculiar problem of having two
thirds of its land in the hands of foreigners who acquired it through colonial advantage. This has created
socio-economic and political problems that have left the people in a state of trauma.

Works done in literature, language, history, philosophy and religion — in the form of books, lectures, creative
work and artifacts — abound in the Swaziland but they exist independently in libraries, archives, museums,
galleries and other academic or artistic stores on their own as finished products. They are valuable works done
by local and foreign researchers which can be useful in the reconstruction of the traumatized society. This study
aims to define and redefine ways in which they can be applied as human science in the service of uplifting the
society and engaging the issues of development. Projection of reconstructed history and developmental ideas
through oral literature and festival performance, as well as the media and school curriculum, are some of the
proposed channels.

“Social Science Research in Africa: The Need for Intellectual and Attitudinal Reconfiguration”.
Wisdom Tettey, Faculty of General Studies, University of Calgary.

There is a very high tendency, justifiable to a large extent, to blame the state for the lack of significant and
respectable research activity in African institutions of higher learning. Among some of the reasons put forward
for the stale research environment is the relatively low budgetary allocations to these institutions compared to
other areas of state expenditure. The low level of state support  has been exacerbated by the current neoliberal
wave spear-headed by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund which have called for cuts in
government subsidies to tertiary institutions. Whilst acknowledging the validity of these arguments, this paper
asserts that there are other fundamental impediments to the advancement of social science inquiry in Africa
which are intrinsic to the academy itself. These derive from the negative attitudes of individual academics, the
caustic socio-political atmosphere that characteristics some of those institutions, and the retrogressive activities
of senior administrators. The paper will critically analyse how these internal forces are debilitating to the synergy
that is imperative if social science research is to assume a more positive and appreciated role within the academy
and the wider society.

I. ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

“The Impact of Mining on Ghana’s Natural Environment: A Look Behind the Looks”.
Eric Asa, Mining and Engineering, University of Alberta.

The debut of Ghana’s Economic Recovery Programme has brought a lot of economic activities into the country’s
mineral industry. The Government of Ghana has established new institutional framework and promulgated the
Minerals Commission Law (1986), Minerals and Mining Law (1986), Additional Profits Tax Law (1986), Minerals
Royalties Regulations (1986), Small Scale Mining Law (1989), Mercury Regulation (1989) and the Precious
Minerals Marketing Corporation Law (1989). Primary mineral exports in 1995 was valued at US$682 million
and accounted for about 45% of Ghana’s exports. Gold production amounted to 95% of the value of the minerals
exported. The Ministry of Mines and Energy has so far issued 224 exploration and 25 mining licenses to various
national and international companies. Most of the mining and exploration operations are located in the sensitive
rain forest areas, which support the agricultural industry (timber, cocoa, coffee, etc.). The major method of
exploitation of the mineral deposits is surface mining, which can affect large tracks of land. Solid, liquid and
gaseous pollutants are discarded into the environment without rendering them innocuous. Over and above this, a
new mining force - small-scale mining which employs open-container mercury amalgamation as part of mineral
processing has generated a lot of activity. These small-scale miners are located in the valleys and sources of
water supply to the agrarian communities. Their indiscriminate mining and processing methods and wanton use
of mercury offer a substantial threat to the environment as well as health and safety of locals.

The resulting externalities (gaseous effluents, liquid effluents, solid waste, blasting hazards, land degradation
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and deforestation and the dislocation/relocation of communities) are all too evident in and around the mining
communities. The irreversible and accelerating loss of forest reserves, arable lands and water resources together
with the degradation of human life may have to be addressed by an adequate public policy framework. In this
work, the three approaches to pollution control – indirect market incentives (taxes, charges, and fees), command
and control and marketable permits will be employed to address the present market inefficiency and their effects
discussed. A workable solution and a framework for implementation will be suggested.

“The Nigerian State, Oil Communities and Crude Petroleum Resources”.
John Boye Ejobowah, Department of Political Science, University of Toronto.

In Nigeria, the last one-decade has seen ethnic communities of the Niger Delta rise up in rebellion against the
state and oil-producing companies.  The most widely known is the Ken Saro-Wiwa led Ogoni rebellion of the
early 1990s, but the most recent and equally well-coordinated is the Ijaw uprising of 1998-99.  The turn by turn
rebellion, and state response in the form of outright military campaigns have made some to note that the real
challenge Nigeria would face as it enters the 21st century would be the Niger Delta question.

The Niger Delta question has to do with conflict arising from the federal government’s control of crude petroleum
revenue for distribution among various units of the federation and the ethnic communities’ claims to ownership
of resources located under their soil.  Conflict over issues of federal revenue allocation has been part of Nigeria’s
political history, dating back to the General Conference of 1950 that saw the setting up of the Hicks Commission.
But, whereas in the political history of Nigeria from the immediate post World War II period through the 1980s,
conflicts were between the sub-units of the federation and the centre, in contemporary times they are between
ethnic communities and the federal government.  The emergence of ethnic communities as claimants to revenue,
and the intensity of their claims, raises normative questions regarding ownership of natural resources.  Should
the state have ownership right and, if so, why?  What of communities living on, and having immediate right to,
the land which bears them?  Would the normative right of one exclude that of the other?  These are the questions
the paper attempts to address.

“Canada’s Role in Africa’s Resource Renaissance: The Privatization of Canadian Foreign Policy in Africa in
the 1990s”.

Chris W.J. Roberts, Publisher, African Access Magazine, Calgary.

In November 1998, Vancouver-based gold producer Placer Dome announced its plans to invest US$235 million
in South Africa s mining sector. This represents the largest projected Canadian investment in post-apartheid
South Africa, but just one more example of the incredible surge in interest Canadian mining and energy companies
have taken in Africa. For example, Canadian companies undertook over 50% of all new mining activity in
Africa by the mid-1990s. An important contributing factor to this interest is Canada s long-term involvement in
assisting African states   via bilateral, multilateral and private sector mechanisms   to develop their resource
regimes and capabilities.

Given a highly competitive global economy, what are the motivations for one country to assist others to develop
their similar, ultimately competitive natural resource sectors, and what are the implications?

Is this (1) a case of forward-looking foreign and aid policies; (2) the result of global capitalist imperatives to
continually reduce input costs by increasing supply via investment and accumulation overseas, while deepening
dependency; or (3) a functionalist response to opportunity created by the end of the Cold War, the international
economic environment of the mid-1990s, and Canada s own expertise, reputation, and capabilities? Analysis at
the nexus of these three generalized explanations yields the best answers.
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SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 2:00-3:30p.m.

PLENARY: OPTIONS FOR SOUTH AFRICA IN A GLOBAL ERA

Dr. John Saul. “South Africa in an Era of Globalization”.
Political Science Department, York University.
Dr. Fred Judson. “The Governance of Transition in South Africa”.
Political Science Department, University of Alberta.
David Schneiderman. “Investment Rules and the New Constitutionalism in South Africa”.
Executive Director, Centre for Constitutional Studies, Faculty of Law, University of Alberta.
Chair: Dr. Chaldeans Mensah, Department of Political Science, Grant McEwan Community College.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 3:40-4:50p.m.

J. MULTI-ETHNIC STATES AND GOOD GOVERNANCE

“Governance in Post Cold War Ethiopia”.
John Young, Institute for Governance Studies, Simon Fraser University.

The Tigrayan Peoples Liberation Front (TPLF) which dominates the current government of Ethiopia began its
armed struggle in 1975 at the height of the Cold War and came to power in 1991 with its demise.  As a result the
TPLF has had to adapt Marxist inspired institutions developed during the revolution to the post-Cold War
period, and in doing so it has produced a unique approach to governance.  In particular this paper will analyse
presently practised systems of evaluation, federalism, and party relations to the economy and government, all of
which bear a strong imprint from the revolutionary period.  Systems of evaluation and self-criticism developed
to make the party leadership accountable to cadres and peasants are now being utilised in governments and
parties at every level in Ethiopia and are spreading to non-state institutions.  Ethiopia s ethnic based system of
federalism (which allows states the constitutional right to independence) evolved from demands of Tigrayans for
national self-determination and the TPLF s need to build an Ethiopia-wide ethnic coalition.  With the demise of
legitimacy for command economies, the TPLF and its coalition partners have established party controlled, but
market-based, company consortiums that operate at the local level.  And lastly, Ethiopia combines a parliamen-
tary system of democracy with oversight provided by a Leninist structured party.

“The Problems of Power-Sharing: Understanding the Weaknesses and Possibilities for Inclusive Agreements in
Africa”.
Ian Speers, Department of Political Science, University of Toronto and Ryerson Polyechnic University.

Power-sharing , whereby government posts are distributed across the most powerful political parties or groupings,
has increasingly been seen as a way out of otherwise intransigent conflicts in divided, multi-ethnic African
societies. Yet power-sharing has obvious problems: power-sharing agreements are difficult to arrive at, even
more difficult to implement, and even when implemented, such agreements rarely stand the test of time. While
power-sharing or inclusion has been cited as a necessary direction which African leaders should follow, it remains
relatively unexplored as a means of conflict resolution. There are, in fact, relatively few historical examples of
successful, formalized power-sharing in Africa which would warrant its advocacy. Even those developing world
examples cited by power-sharing’s main proponent, Arend Lijphart, tend to be relatively few and, with the
exception of South Africa, none of them have been initiated in the past 25 years. On the contrary, there are
several examples of power-sharing failures. Given that it has so frequently failed to bring peace in the long-term,
it is surprising that power-sharing would be seen as a viable means of mitigating conflict. Drawing primarily on
the cases of Angola, Somalia, Ethiopia and Rwanda, this paper seeks to explain why a method of conflict
resolution so appealing in theory fails so often in practice. By better understanding its weaknesses and limitations,
we can arrive at more workable and effective forms of power-sharing. This paper will outline general theoretical
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approaches to power-sharing, examine the practical problems associated with its implementation, and suggest
ideas for how some of these problems can be overcome.

“The National House of Chiefs and the Ghanian State”.
Donald Ray, Department of Political Science, University of Calgary.

K. DISCOURSES ON GENDER, CULTURE & SEXUALITY

“The African Woman in Contemporary African Society: At the Crossroads of Liberation”.
Amelia Ogochukwu Okereke, Faculty of Linguistics and Literary Studies, University of Bielefeld.

There  is  much that is written about the condition and plight of the African woman in contemporary society. On
the one hand, the typical contemporary African woman  is seen as  liberated, more enlightened and less dependent.
She also carries the label of rebel, non-conformist and westernized.  On the other hand, the traditional African
woman is perceived as not liberated, under bondage, and a conformist. However, if one takes a look at the
development of the liberation of the contemporary African woman, one will find out that the she is, in reality, at
a kind of crossroads. She does not fully comprehend her direction, what she should do, which direction to take,
and, most importantly, how genuine is her liberation. The dilemma she faces are of two fold : first,  what
constitutes genuine liberation for the African woman and what does it represent for her?; secondly,  what direction
and forms should liberation take?

In African novels, we see different manifestations of the liberated African woman. At times, she seeks liberation
by abandoning her suppressive husband, at times by becoming self-assertive and other times by deciding not to
be over-burdened by child bearing but seeking liberation by pursuing a career. Now it appears that the African
woman, both in reality and in fiction, is confused with this concept of liberation. She is caught at the crossroads
of liberation. This paper will, therefore, explore the issue of liberation as it concerns the African woman and
conclude that she is at the crossroads of liberation. It may also look at the best options open for a genuine
liberation if women are tol contribute meaningfully to the development of the African continent. The discussions
will be approached by drawing examples from the novels of Buchi Emecheta, Mariama Ba, and James Ngugi,
particularly, The River Between, as well as examples fromthe everyday.

“Men, Women, and Sexuality in The Fictional and Social Writings of Nawal El Saadawi”.
Muriel Walker, Department of English, University of Toronto.

In this paper I explore the themes of female and male sexuality in an Islamic society through the work of the
Egyptian feminist Nawal El Sadawi. She is a doctor, as well as a writer of fiction and non-fiction. Her focus is
mainly the condition of women in the Arab world. I will examine such fictional works as Woman at Point Zero,
She Has No Place in Paradise, and The Fall of the Imam in which El Sadawi analyses and comments upon not
only female sexuality and its domination by men, but also the economic and political factors that contribute to
the oppression of both men and women of the Arab world. Her characters are often poor, women being among
the poorest, and the alienation of the feminine self is but a reflection of the alienation and exploitation of the
Eastern world by the West.  In order to understand El Sadawi’s political and ideological point of view, I shall
also use her social writing about her experience as a female doctor and as a visitor (and later a prisoner herself)
of women’s prisons. Her most famous work in this regard is The Hidden Face of Eve: Women in the Arab World,
and I shall often refer to it. I will also use Memoirs of a Woman Doctor and Memoirs from the Women’s Prison
in which most of Nawal El Sadawi’s “parcours” as a feminist activist is revealed. My aim is to underline not just
the differences but also the similarities between “oriental” and “occidental” feminism, in order to understand the
fate of Arab women and what we, women from the West, can learn from them before claiming to “rescue” them
from their own culture.
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 “The Meanings and Messages of Manhood A.M. (After Malcolm)”.

Edmonton teacher, writer, activist.

The Million Man March forced numerous potent issues affecting Africans in the west into an even more passionate
plane. What *is* Black manhood in an age of Rodney King and O.J. Simpson trials, “gangsta” and “playa” rap,
and after the deaths of icons such as Eldridge Cleaver and Kwame Ture? When the most visible and influential
“leaders” of African-America are Louis Farrakhan and Oprah Winfrey? When the mosque, the church and the
radio compete for fallen souls? And when it”s not clear whether the competition is for salvation or their damnation?
In reference to the teachings (words) and life (deeds) of Malcolm X, and through readings of prose and poetry,
MINISTER FAUST will analyse various concepts and meanings about life for African men in North America,
specifically addressing such questions as:

*What is to be learned from the words and examples set by such diverse Black men as Malcolm X, Louis
Farrakhan, Eldridge Cleaver and Kwame Ture?  *What does “manhood” mean? Should we even have such a
concept, or does such an idea stand in the way of egalitarianism and liberty? Or is there value in it, at least in our
epoch? If so, what now, and what in the future? Does Cleaver’s “primeval mitosis” have anything to teach us?
*What is the “Men’s movement” and what contrasting lessons does it have for the African community in the
west? *Who are the “ÍÍmentíu”? How can they be freed?  *What is the nature of leadership? Can it serve, or does
it only undermine democracy in organisations or states? Are cults of personality preventing Africans from progress?
*What is to be learned from the various religious and spiritual African strivings in the west?  Was Linton Kwesi
Johnson right to condemn religion in an age of revolution in his  “Reality Poem”?  *What are the “Black”
entertainment images of manhood, womanhood and community—especially now when the politics have all but
gone from hip hop music?  Does the 1980s-1990s rise and fall of revolutionary consciousness in Black popular
entertainment parallel the 1960s-1970s rise and fall of the BPP and the NOI?

L. CULTURE, TRADITION AND ETHNICITY IN CONTEMPORARY AFRICA

“Mobilizing the past: uses of tradition in northeastern Nigeria and northern Cameroon”.
Judy Sterner, Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary.

This paper describes different ways in which traditions are being mobilized in response to the challenges facing
similar small-scale societies in northern Cameroon and northeastern Nigeria. In Nigeria traditions are drawn
upon to improve local conditions, to increase opportunities for their members outside the community, to stage
pageants celebrating traditional ways, and to draw the attention of governments to their needs. The success of
such movements, as evidenced by successive military governments” creation of new states, local government
areas and districts that correspond to ethnic boundaries, is undermined by increasing tension between neighbouring
groups. In Cameroon, until recently, the route to bettering one’s economic and social status was through conversion
to Islam and rejection of one’s “pagan” identity. There is now a tendency to reclaim non-Islamic traditions
through ethnic based development associations, much like the situation in Nigeria. There is also a pan-northern
Cameroonian movement, appropriating and inverting earlier stereotypes and again celebrating its traditions, but
this has been created by sympathetic southern Cameroonians for political purposes and its relevance to the
people it purports to represent remains dubious.

“Negotiating perceptions: ethnicity among the Konkomba of Northern Ghana”.
Allan Dawson, Department of Anthropology, University of Calgary.

The Konkomba of Ghana are remarkable for a number of reasons. They have, in the shifting melange of ethnicity
that is Northern Ghana, been able to maintain themselves for a considerable period of time as a distinct and
powerful group. A typical pattern throughout much of West Africa is to alter one’s ethnicity or at least the
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outward expression of said, in order to accommodate the situation and the environment one finds oneself in.
Ethnicity is not as immutable as it is here in North America. However, the Konkomba steadfastly maintain their
hinterland origins and through skillful monopolization of the trucking business in the north of Ghana, the
Konkomba have been able to establish themselves as important players in the economy of this region. Further,
after a number of quite bloody skirmishes, the Konkomba have emerged with the reputation of being almost
indomitable warriors. Through projection and mobilization of this unique identity the Konkomba have come to
be perceived as a powerful, yet somewhat “unsophisticated” people. An image which is maintained locally
through economic articulation and interaction with the neighboring Dagomba and others in the border region,
and a stereotype which plays well in the lens of the national media.

“African Perception of White people”
Naa Kuorkor Kotey, Department of Anthropology, Washington State University.

In the summer of 1998 I collected data on the African Perception of whites in line with Fannon’s (Black Skin,
White Mask, 1967). Analysis of this data shows that Africans tend to perceive Whites more positively than
themselves. I have therefore proposed a Culture Identity Program (CIP) to help eradicate the feelings of inferiority
most Africans experience. In this conference I will present my research findings as well as discuss the (CIP).

This program will have two parts. One part will be labeled Oral tradition, and the other, Knowing Whites.
(1)The first part of this program will be to elect members of the particular ethnic group who are very
knowledgeable in the affairs of the ethnic group. These people will go to schools; meetings place and educate
people about the ethnic group’s past. (2) Part two will be dedicated to helping the group come to an
understanding that whites are not extraordinary people but simple part of the human race with the same capabilities
as their own group. Another group from the ethnic group who have visited the white world can visit schools,
meeting places arranged through the king of the town. They will share the experiences they acquired during
their time of living in the white world.

For my dissertation research I intend to implement the CIP among the Gas of Teshie. In this paper I will lay out
the ways I intend to test the CIP.

M. HUMAN RIGHTS, EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

“Educating Girls in West Africa: Ghana”.
Mari Bergen (Ann Lambert), Human Ecology, University of Alberta.

Since 1975, women’s organizations have sought to increase the girl child’s access to education in West Africa.
In Ghana, social surveys revealing the numerous impediments against the education of female children prompted
a concentration of effort by various development and government organizations to redress the official gender
biases. Official support, however, has not increased female literacy to the level expected, and the drop-out rate
for girls below the JSS level is still appallingly high. Political effort to educate women is not enough. The best
intentions to further these aims are frustrated by cultural practice coupled with the current economic problems.
My research among the matrilineal Asante, the largest cultural group in Ghana, shows that female children
receive less financial support to further their education from their families than male children do. However,
cultural preference for higher schooling for males does not tell the whole story. Women, particularly the illiterate
and under-educated, promote their son’s education at the expense of their daughter’s for various reasons including
their own economic well-being. In the present economic climate, these women must be persuaded to take the
broader view that the education of female children is essential to the economic development of the family, the
village, and the nation.
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“Children of Africa are Children of the World: Human Rights in the Educational Process”.
Annette Richardson, Department of Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.

Provision Four of the 1989 Convention of the Rights of the Child stipulates that “[c]hildren have a right to
education...in a spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance and friendship among all people.” Yet this idealistic
statement ignores the millions of  children who nevertheless are missing one of the most important elements of
their lives, an elementary and secondary education devoid of conflict. Education is disrupted - sometimes
permanently - whenever civil unrest, political conflict, war, or religious conflict override the schooling that is so
fundamental to the physical, psychological, and social development of children. The trauma of educational
disruption engenders problems that in many cases are never solved.

In this presentation the experience and ramifications of educational disruption of African children  will be examined
and compared to similar situations in Europe during World War II situations.  This comparative analysis, employing
World War II archival material and UN reports, provides a paradigm that is both interesting and relevant to
educrats and Government officials.  It will be argued that internationalizing particular educational protocols as
an  addendum to the Convention will  prevent educational disruption and bestow normalcy in children’s lives at
a time when it is most required.

“Control Over Educational Decision Making: Key Questions and Core Issues”.
Chris Nsaliwa, Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.

Educational decentralization is a popular reform theme of governments around the world, but the goals, strategies
and outcomes are as different as the countries themselves.  These decentralization initiatives can range from
arbitrary exercises of coercive power to conscientiously planned interventions driven by national political will.
They can take many forms, such as revising the way a ministry of education makes decisions at the top of the
system, empowering local educators and parents.  However, in most instances alongside these decentralizing
trends many aspects of the previous centralizing trends continue, such as central or national standards and
examinations.

Because so many countries are attempting to decentralize their education systems, there is a growing need to
synthesize the positive and negative aspects of these national experiences for both academic communities seeking
greater insight into educational change as well as decision makers seeking guidelines to provide informational
policy.  The objective of this paper is to provide information which can assist educational administrators in
assessing whether the optimism reported and advantages articulated by scholars in developed countries are
appropriate for African educational systems.

SUNDAY MORNING, 8:30 a.m.-9:50 a.m.

N. CULTURE, TRADITION AND ECOLOGY IN CONTEMPORARY AFRICA

“Earth shrines and conservation in West Africa: a case from Kusasi, northeastern Ghana”
Charles Mather, Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary

Ecology is a central concern in the traditional religion of northern Ghana. Relationships between spirits and
humans are conceived within the same framework as human to land relations. This is most evident in the creation
and maintenance of shrines for the spirit of the land, called tengbana or landgods. Landgods generally consist of
large stones that are set into the ground at unique land formations such as hills, streams, ponds and forest groves.
Apart from being ritual and spiritual foci the landgods also serve as conservation areas. Ritual and religious
restrictions prevent people from using the land around the earth shrines. Prohibitions are placed on the clearance
of trees and killing of animals that live in and around the earth shrines. Thus the shrines provide precious habitat
for indigenous species of plants and animals. As the millennium approaches developmental programs in northern
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Ghana are increasing with particular attention being given to the maintenance and expansion of forest reserves.
Such programs have met with variable degrees of success, in large part because the theory of conservation that
underlies them is at odds with theories of conservation that are implicit in traditional religion. This paper will
explore the theory of conservation that underlies earth shrines found amongst the Kusasi, a society of patrilineal
cereal farmers living in the sahelian climate of northeastern Ghana, and offer suggestions concerning how to
adapt traditional theories to contemporary development and vice versa.

“Change and tradition in Asante landscape”.
Brian Vivian, State University of New York-Binghamton, New York.

Visions of the modern world often present a cultural landscape as one inexorably changed by the pace of
modern developments. Traditional beliefs are seen as hindrances to be overcome in the goal of modernizing a
society. This restricted vision of the role and value of traditional culture is challenged in the light of  findings in
the Ashanti region of Ghana. Here, the location and character of traditional shrines continues to play a key role
in shaping the modern landscapes of Ashanti. This paper will examine these shrine locations and how they
continue to shape the cultural landscape of the past and present.

“Changing times – changing symbols”.
Dan Mato, Department of Art History, University of Calgary.

Adaptation and cultural incorporation of new imagery to reflect established values has been a feature of Akan
culture and arts for an extensive period of time. Dating back as early as the later years of the 15th century to the
present, contact with Europeans at the coast and Moslems in the north has provided a rich source of images to
reflect longstanding values often expressed through proverbs. In a situation which may be unique in West
Africa, new symbol-images reflect the penchant of the Akan peoples to incorporate the “new” while continuing
to maintain their Akan traditions and identity.

O. HUMAN RIGHTS & SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

“African Woman: The Architect of ‘Spider Web’ Development Paradigm”.
Augustine Engoru-Ebinu, Former Senior Lecturer at Makerere University, Uganda; CIDA consultant, Edmonton.

This paper presents a synopsis of African Woman’s paradigm of a “spider-web” development based on deep
ecology and feminism.  The paper argues for a profound shift in the way we understand social and ecosystems
and emphasizes that in order to develop Africa, we have to work flexibly, learning from the principles of the
African Woman’s spider-web paradigm of development.  Development in this context is that which is based on
African culture, the soul of society that provides the foundation for all a community’s activities, where each
people can contribute to humanity, thus creating a basis for an integrated development.  The paper concludes
that through the spider-web paradigm, development will grow from within and not be imposed from outside the
African continent.

“Sense and nonsense of ethnoecology in African development”.
Rowland Apentiik, Resources and the Environment, University of Calgary

The recent surge of and sudden rediscovered interest in indigenous knowledge and their institutions in development
continues to attract a number of debates. While some of these recent studies have no doubt contributed
considerably to our present knowledge and other policy debates on development, the majority are heavily
centred on the division between indigenous knowledge and Western knowledge. This paper provides a critical
analysis of applied ethnoecology or ethnoecological-like research to agricultural development and resource
conservation in northern Ghana.
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“Education et sous-développement; l’heritage imperial” (“The Development of Education in Africa: The Imperial
Legacy”).
Ambroise Kom, College of the Holy Cross, Worcester.

 L’argument que je voudrais développer dans cette intervention est simple.  Dans How Europe Underdeveloped
Africa (1982), Walter Rodney constate justement que “colonial schooling was education for subordination, the
creation of mental confusion and the development of underdevelopment” (241). Dans le meme ordre d’idee,
Albert Memmi souligne que “the colonized fights in the name of the very values of the colonizer, uses his
techniques of thought and his methods of combat” (The Colonizer and the Colonized,129).

La lecture de quelques ecrits de colonises, No Longer at Ease d’Achebe; Mission terminee de Mongo Beti;
L’Aventure ambigue de Cheikh Hamidou Kane; La  Rue case-Negres de Joseph Zobel et même Black Boy de
Richard Wright, montre que les programmes d’enseignement mis au point par le groupe dominant a l’intention
des domines devaient, en Afrique comme aux Amériques, repondre a un besoin essentiel, celui de renforcer les
liens de dépendance ou entre colonises et colonisateurs, entre domines et dominants.  Raison pour laquelle, on
assiste aujourd’hui, 40 ans apres les indépendances, non seulement a un marasme économique  persistant mais
aussi a une absence totale d’autonomie qui engendre des rapports anachroniques entre anciens colonisateurs et
colonises, rapports dont l’un des temps forts vient d’avoir lieu du 26 au 28 novembre au Louvre, sous l’appellation
de sommet des chefs d’État de France et d’Afrique ou d’ Afrique et de France.

P. THE (POST-)COLONIALITY OF GLOBAL CULTURE

“‘We Are the World, We Are the Children’: The Semiotics of Seduction in International Children’s Relief Efforts”.
Nancy Batty, Chair, Department of English, Red Deer College.

Perhaps one of the darkest and most compelling stories of the mid- to late 20th century has been the media record
of the recurring nightmare of child famine and morbidity in the so-called Third World. Each one of us, I am sure,
has been exposed to a number of these very graphic, haunting scenes of human suffering:  the eerily reflective
eyes and bulging stomach of a starving infant, a skeletal mother cradling a listless dying child in her arms, flies
settling upon scabbed faces, crawling around the corner of a gaping mouth.  The crises that these images portray
are real enough, horrific enough, as are the reasons for their publication in print and electronic media.

While it is not my intention in this paper either to disparage the work of relief organizations or to diminish the
tragedy of famine victims, I do seek to question the way that the image and idea of the starving child have been
manipulated by the media to create a narrative that perpetuates a colonialist mind-set and (mis)informs North
American perception of southern hemisphere nations, particularly the nations of Africa (most recently the Sudan,
but also Somalia and Ethiopia).  More importantly, perhaps, the appeal strictly to the viewers’ emotions and
Imaginary identifications in these images oversimplifies the causes of suffering and occludes the North’s
relationship to and investment in foreign politics and economies.  I am surely not the first to label these images
obscene, representing as clearly as they do the obscenity of starvation in a global economy that is, arguably,
capable of feeding many more children and adults than it does.  However, I will suggest that their obscenity lies
also in the way that these images solicit our gaze in order to engage us in an immediate and paternalistic relationship
with the famine victim (almost always a child) that displaces not only the African parent as a figure of competence
and efficacy, but also the very possibility of a future for Africa.  As a perpetually recycled image, firmly ingrained
in popular culture, the figure of the starving child performs a relentless, ahistoric narrative of southern hemisphere
failure and helplessness that, through both decontextualization and desensitization, grossly misrepresents suffering
and the possibilities for its alleviation.

What I hope to do in this paper is first to provide a context for our reading of these images. I will then suggest
what this response says about North America’s “desire” vis-a-vis the future of Africa and offer a reading of Ama
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Ata Aidoo’s  No Sweetness Here that discovers in it an allegory of the Northern world’s investment in the idea
of the African child.

“Egypt and her Cinema Interacts with Europe: Youssef Chahine’s Salut Bonaparte! And Destiny”.
Jerry White, Department of Comparative Studies in Literature, Film and Religion, University of Alberta.

The Egyptian filmmaker Youssef Chahine is one of the very few “Third World” filmmakers to have achieved a
substantial following in Europe (although he is practically unknown in the United States and Canada). His films
are especially remarkable for the way that the fuse political concerns with the formal conventions of Egypt’s
own hugely successful commercial cinema, such as pronounced melodrama, an emphasis on visual spectacle
and musical numbers. In addition to being deeply rooted in Egyptian cinematic traditions, he is also a real
internationalist, and has made several films that seek to put the political crises of the Middle East/North Africa
into a cosmopolitan context. I propose to consider two such films, Salut Bonaparte! (1985) and his most recent
work Destiny  (1997). These two films, the first about the French army in Egypt at the beginning of the 19th
century and the second about Muslims in Andalusia in the 12th century, are notable for the way that they deal
with Europe’s interaction with Africa. Salut Bonaparte! is very much a nationalist/anti-colonial rabble rouser,
but it also incorporates conventions of Hollywood genres such as the costume drama and the military epic, at the
same time remaining rooted in the melodramatic tradition that defines so much of Egyptian popular cinema. It
is a film about the interaction between Europe and the Middle East, and its formal hybridity echoes this interaction.
Destiny has a similar if reversed, duality about it. Although the film takes place in Spain, it is about the struggle
of Muslims there, and visualizes the tip of Andalusia as an unstable space of fusion. Its form is similarly
heterogeneous: it incorporates costumed pageantry that looks very much like European historical dramas, but
also includes many distinctions of the Egyptian cinema, such as musical numbers and high melodrama.

Chahine’s understands Egypt’s interactions with Europe, as we can see in these two films, to be multi-layered.
He is interested not in conformist or exotic tales told through the eyes of “winners” nor in simple, anti-European
rants that advocate for the “losers” in the colonial games that Egypt has been caught in the middle of.  Instead,
he is concerned with the ways that the cultures interact and conflict with each other, and his films on these topics
are marked by a tension between the norms of Hollywood cinema, Egyptian cinema, and a political cinema that,
according to the idealism of many of its theorists, is supposed to transcend both such forms.  No such caveat
would do for a film-maker as sophisticated as Youssef Chahine, however, and these two works are highly
illustrative of the complexity with which he understands both political and formal matters.

“Africa and Asia in Global Human Rights Discourse”.
Wenran Jiang, Department of Political Science, University of Alberta.

This paper compares African and Asian views on human rights and puts them into both an historical and global
context. By examining a wide range of writings from African and Asian countries on human rights, how they
have approached the United Nations human rights bills, and their positions in the global human rights discourse,
the paper intends to shed light on the similarities and differences between the views expressed in these two
major parts of the world. Although it gives weight to cultural factors in shaping the emphasis on collective rights
and the right to development by African and Asian writers, the paper argues that the colonial past and the
complicated present conditions in these societies are primarily responsible for the prevailing African and Asian
views on human rights

Q. EDUCATION AND  “AFRICA”:  STUDENTS ABROAD,  DIASPORA AND GLOBAL FRIENDS

Panellists: Stephen Appiah-Padi,  Henry Codjoe/Ernest Khalema,  Toh Swee-Hin

This panel  seeks to  promote dialogue on  research insights as well as critical reflections on personal, social,
cultural and political experiences focussing on the links between educational institutions/ processes  and  “Africa”.
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Through three papers that have separate origins albeit grounded in inter-related and overlapping theoretical and
conceptual spaces, the presenters will respectively explore how  issues and problems of African identity, knowledge
and paradigms of development are weaved and lived-out  in the experiences and praxis  of :
• African students studying abroad in a North context such as Canada  (S. Appiah-Padi, University of Alberta)

• youth of the African diaspora growing up in Canadian society; (H. Codjoe, Dalton State College/E.Khalema,
University of Alberta) , and

• a non-African “global friend” of  Africa (S.H.Toh, University of Alberta).

All  the panellists will also share some common concerns and questions about the limits and possibilities of the
role of education — in all its knowledge, values, power and pedagogical dimensions —  in the empowerment and
transformation of   Africans studying abroad, the African diaspora  and  other global citizens.

R.  STATE, CIVIL SOCIETY & THE ENVIRONMENT

“Permaculture in South Africa: Political Participation, Environmental Regeneration and Food Security”
Catherine Phillips, Political Science and Collaborative International Development Studies, University of Guelph.

Permaculture has been introduced as one method of dealing with issues of access to resources, especially food,
regeneration of the environment, and increased control and participation of individuals/communities in South
Africa. The main question of this study is: is the need for increased popular participation and efficacy as well as
the quantitative results of increased access to food and environmental regeneration met? Several supplementary
questions are addressed including: what challenges and successes are encountered by these projects, are they
replicable and how can their challenges be addressed more effectively? In looking for answers, six cases were
studied: two non-governmental organizations; two rural permaculture projects; and two urban permaculture
applications.

Many of the issues affecting permaculture projects have been dealt  with previously; however, never in an
integrated manner. This qualitative study attempts to be more holistic in its approach to studying the condition of
South Africa and the possible contribution permaculture  can make under its unique circumstances. From
preliminary findings the author argues that permaculture has much to offer South Africa, if properly applied.
However, this process is just now beginning and much is left undone, especially in the areas of efficacy and
education in communities. The current focus is on food gardening and urban greening initiatives, which are not
necessarily integrated with other key issues. The author argues that in order for South Africa to attain sustainable
development, environmental regeneration and political participation and efficacy, it is necessary to take a more
holistic approach.

“Assessing the role and impact of local community organizations in local environmental resource management
in Ghana: Some preliminary findings”.
Iddrisu Adam, Geography and Environmental Studies, Wilfrid Laurier University.

This paper is the outcome of my field work which took place between December 1997 and June 1998 in Ghana.
The paper discusses two issues: (1) Methodological and logistic problems in undertaking a study such as mine in
remote rural setting in Ghana. These methodological problems include such issues as factors to consider in
choosing the study site/villages, methods of selecting sample households, ways of getting to speak to the women
of the household without offending the household head (if it is a man). Logistical problems like transportation,
accommodation and health issues are also discussed; and (2) Some preliminary findings of the research are also
shared.
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“NGOs, Aid Donors and Environmental Policy in Egypt: Implications for Education”.
Solafa Goueli, Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta.

Egypt is a country with a huge population residing in the narrow strip of the Nile Valley and Delta, flanked by
the Sahara Desert on both sides.  Like many other African countries,  Egypt suffers from environmental hazards
that are often diverse and complex.  They include, broadly, air and water pollution, noise, land degradation, loss
of biodiversity and other problems.  Notwithstanding these hazards, the environment has only recently developed
into a policy issue encompassing legislative measures and a complex and diverse network of political activities
both within and outside the government.  The paper explores the interactions between the government, NGOs,
Green Party, and foreign donors in order to analyze the policy making
process and assess leverage power with respect to policy making.  It also sheds the light on the role of education,
as stated in the government’s environmental policy, and how this role is translated into practice through the
preliminary findings of a recent case study on the role for teacher educators in environmental education at a
Faculty of Education at an Egyptian University.

SUNDAY MORNING, 10:00-11:30a.m.

PLENARY: Writing, Voice and the Disapora”.

Olive Senior. “‘The Voice From the Bottom of the Well’: The Case of Caribbean Women Writers”.
Writer-in-Residence, Department of English, University of Alberta.

Dorothy Randall Tsuruta, “From a Womanist Visit with Soyinka: The Promised Review of Black Women’s Studies”.
Black Studies, San Francisco State University, San Francisco.

Wanda Macon. “Writing, African American Voice and the Diaspora”.
Department of English, Jackson State University, Mississippi.

SUNDAY MORNING, 11:35 a.m.-12:35 p.m.

CLOSING CEREMONIES
Stephen Appiah-Padi
Friend of Africa Award Presentation

Conference Closing Remarks:
Hon. David Kilgour, MP, Secretary of State for Latin America and Africa.
Dr. Malinda S. Smith, Conference Convenor.
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